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Distortion-Adaptive Salient Object Detection in
360◦ Omnidirectional Images
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Abstract—Image-based salient object detection (SOD) has been
extensively explored in the past decades. However, SOD on 360◦

omnidirectional images is less studied owing to the lack of datasets
with pixel-level annotations. Toward this end, this paper pro-
poses a 360◦ image-based SOD dataset that contains 500 high-
resolution equirectangular images. We collect the representative
equirectangular images from five mainstream 360◦ video datasets
and manually annotate all objects and regions over these images
with precise masks with a free-viewpoint way. To the best of our
knowledge, it is the first public available dataset for salient object
detection on 360◦ scenes. By observing this dataset, we find that
distortion from projection, large-scale complex scene and small
salient objects are the most prominent characteristics. Inspired by
the founding, this paper proposes a baseline model for SOD on
equirectangular images. In the proposed approach, we construct a
distortion-adaptive module to deal with the distortion caused by the
equirectangular projection. In addition, a multi-scale contextual
integration block is introduced to perceive and distinguish the rich
scenes and objects in omnidirectional scenes. The whole network
is organized in a progressively manner with deep supervision.
Experimental results show the proposed baseline approach outper-
forms the top-performanced state-of-the-art methods on 360◦ SOD
dataset. Moreover, benchmarking results of the proposed baseline
approach and other methods on 360◦ SOD dataset show the pro-
posed dataset is very challenging, which also validate the usefulness
of the proposed dataset and approach to boost the development of
SOD on 360◦ omnidirectional scenes.

Index Terms—Salient object detection, 360◦ omnidirectional
image, distortion-adaptive, benchmarking.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE purpose of image-based salient object detection (SOD)
is to detect and segment objects that capture human vi-

sual attention, which is an important preliminary step for var-
ious visual tasks such as object recognition [1], tracking [2]
and image parsing [3]. In the past decades, many benchmark
datasets [4]–[9] have been constructed to drive the develop-
ment of SOD methods. On these datasets, many learning-based
methods [9]–[12] have been proposed to boot the performance
of SOD and have made great progress. There is a fact that
almost all existing methods focus on image-/video-based SOD,
where the image/video always is displayed with a limited field
of view (FoV). However, what human beings perceive is in a
three-dimensional world, and the objects analyzed by human vi-
sion are 360◦ omnidirectional scenes at every moment. With the
development of imaging technology and hardware, 360◦ content
becomes more and more widespread on popular image/video
sharing platforms. How to analyze 360◦ content is an emerging
problem, which is important to understand and compress im-
age/video information [13] as well as enhance user experience.
As an important pre-step of most visual tasks, saliency detection
is a good tool for 360◦ image/video analysis.

In recent years, some omnidirectional video datasets [14]–
[22] have appeared. These datasets contain many 360◦ omni-
directional videos, and are usually used to explore the visual
attention mechanism of human beings, mainly human fixation.
SOD as a related task of fixation estimation, can better perceive
and detect saliency in object-level, and have great significance
for higher-level tasks (e.g. object tracking). However, there still
lack 360◦ image/video datasets for SOD, which prevents the
fast grown of this branch. Judging from the actual needs, in
order to meet the needs of analyzing the growing omnidirectional
imaging data by means of computer technology, it is necessary
to construct a 360◦ datasets for SOD to promote the development
of SOD on omnidirectional data.

Toward this end, this paper proposes 360-SOD, a 360◦ omni-
directional image dataset for SOD, which contains 500 images
with pixel-level annotation including various scenes as some
representative examples shown in Fig. 1. In constructing 360-
SOD, we first collect a large number of 360◦ videos, and segment
them to get 6870 key frames. Given these images, two volunteers
are asked to judge whether there contain unambiguous salient
objects and whether this frame is a redundancy of adjacent
image, and finally 500 images with obvious salient objects are
picked out. In the next stage, six engineers are asked to manually
label the accurate boundaries of salient objects. The judgment
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Fig. 1. Representative examples of 360-SOD. Images and ground truth are
shown as equirectangular images.

of salient objects is done in omnidirectional picture brower, and
the annotation is based on the equirectangular form of 360◦

omnidirectional images. To the best of our knowledge, 360-SOD
is the first public available dataset for salient object detection on
360◦ scenes.

Based on the omnidirectional image dataset, we explore SOD
on 360◦ images. To predict the salient objects on 360◦ imaging
data, an intuitive method is to store the 360◦ scenes as equirect-
angular images, and then directly utilize the SOD algorithms
on conventional images. However, the predicted saliency map is
not satisfactory as shown in Fig. 2. By exploring the difference
between conventional images and 360◦ omnidirectional images,
we find there are mainly three problems in the processing
of omnidirectional images. The first problem is the distortion
caused by projections from sphere to plane as shown in the
first column of Fig. 2. No matter which projection method
(e.g. equirectangular, cube map and patch-based projections)
we choose, distortion is inevitable. In this work, we choose
equirectangular projection to store and analyze these images as
done in [17], [25]. The second problem is caused by large-scale
complex scene in omnidirectional image as depicted in the
second column of Fig. 2, which may confuse algorithms to
detect wrongly. The last problem is the difficulty of perceiving
and segmenting small salient objects as presented in the third
column of Fig. 2. These problems make it difficult to deal with
SOD on omnidirectional images.

To address these issues, we propose a baseline model on 360-
SOD to consider the basic problems in omnidirectional scenes.
In the proposed approach, we construct a distortion-adaptive
module to deal with the distortion due to equirectangular projec-
tion. And then, the approach introduces a multi-scale contextual
integration module to undertake the large-scale complex scene.
Moreover, this model is organized in a progressive refinement

Fig. 2. Examples of predicted salient objects by different methods.
(a) equirectangular form of 360◦ images, (b)ground truth, and saliency maps
of (c) RAS [23], (d) R3Net [24], (e) DGRL [12] and (f) the proposed approach.

manner to restore the boundaries and small salient objects.
Experimental results show the proposed method baseline model
(denoted as DDS) outperforms the state-of-the-art conventional
SOD methods on 360-SOD.

The contributions are summarized as follows: 1) we propose
the first SOD dataset on 360◦ omnidirectional images, which
we will release to boost the development of 360◦ SOD, 2) we
propose a baseline model to deal with the basic problems in
omnidirectional scenes and it outperforms top-performanced
conventional methods on 360◦ SOD dataset, 3) we provide a
comprehensive benchmark of our approach and other state-of-
the-art SOD methods on 360◦ scenes, which reveals the key
challenges in omnidirectional scenes and validates the useful-
ness of the proposed dataset and baseline model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
reviews existing datasets and models about SOD. Section III
presents the new dataset on 360◦ omnidirectional images. In
Section IV, a baseline model for SOD on 360◦ images is
proposed. Section V benchmarks the proposed model and
other state-of-the-art methods, and the paper is concluded in
Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

SOD on 360◦ omnidirectional images is correlated with con-
ventional image-/video-based SOD, and panoramic datasets and
related tasks. In this section, we will review the most related
datasets and models.

A. Conventional Datasets for SOD

There are many image datasets. ECSSD [4] contains 1,000
images with complex structures and obvious semantically mean-
ingful objects. DUT-OMRON [5] consists of 5,168 complex
images with pixel-wise annotations and all images are down-
sampled to a maximal side length of 400 pixels. PASCAL-S [6]
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comprises 850 natural images that are pre-segmented into ob-
jects or regions and free-viewed by 8 subjects in eye-tracking
tests for salient object annotations. HKU-IS [7] includes 4,447
images and lots of images contain multiple disconnected salient
objects or salient objects that touch image boundaries. DUTS [8]
is a large scale dataset containing 10,533 training images and
5,019 testing images. The images are challenging with salient
objects that occupy various locations and scales as well as
complex background. XPIE [9] has 10,000 images covering
a variety of simple and complex scenes with salient objects
of different numbers, sizes and positions. These datasets with
pixel-level annotation drive the development of learning-base
model [9]–[12] for image-based SOD.

Many video datasets have been proposed for SOD. Seg-
Track V2 [26] is a classic dataset in video object segmentation
that is frequently used in many previous works. It consists of
14 densely annotated video clips with 1,066 frames in total.
Youtube-Objects [27] contains a large number of Internet videos
and its widely used subset [28] contains 127 videos with 20,977
frames. In these videos, 2,153 key frames are sparsely sampled
and manually annotated with pixel-wise masks according to the
video tags. VOS [29] contains 200 videos with 116, 093 frames.
On 7,467 uniformly sampled key frames, all objects are pre-
segmented by 4 subjects, and the fixations of another 23 subjects
are collected in eye-tracking tests. These datasets provide suffi-
cient data support for video-based SOD algorithms [30], [31].

B. Conventional Models for SOD

Hundreds of image-based SOD methods have been proposed
in the past decades. The survey [32] provides detailed intro-
duction and analysis about SOD methods, especially traditional
methods. Recently, a lot of deep models are devoted to enhance
the performance of neural networks for SOD. Zhang et al. [33]
proposed an attention guided network to selectively integrates
multi-level information in a progressive manner. Wang et al. [11]
proposed a pyramid pooling module and a multi-stage
refinement mechanism to gather contextual information
and stage-wise results, respectively Chen et al. [23] proposed
reverse attention mechanism which is inspired from human
perception process by using top information to guide bottom-up
feed-forward process in a top-down manner. Chen et al. [34]
incorporated human fixation with semantic information to
simulate the human annotation process for salient objects.

With the development of image-based SOD, video-based
SOD also has made great progress. Papazoglou and Ferrari [35]
proposed an approach for the fast segmentation of foreground
objects from background regions. They estimated an initial
foreground map with respect to the motion information, which
was then refined by building the foreground/background appear-
ance models and encouraging the spatiotemporal smoothness of
foreground objects across the whole video. Wang et al. [36]
proposed an unsupervised algorithm for video-based SOD. In
their algorithm, frame-wise saliency maps were first generated
and refined with respect to the geodesic distances between
regions in the current frame and subsequent frames. After that,
global appearance models and dynamic location models were

constructed so that the spatially and temporally coherent salient
objects can be segmented. Li et al. [31] proposes an approach
for segmenting primary video objects by using Complementary
Convolutional Neural Networks (CCNN) and neighborhood re-
versible flow. In their approach, the initialized foregroundness
and backgroundness can be efficiently and accurately propa-
gated along the temporal axis so that primary video objects
gradually pop-out and distractors are well suppressed.

C. Panoramic Datasets

360-VHMD [14] is a popular dataset for 360◦ videos. It
contains 7 videos about indoor and outdoor scenes with 48414
frames. Salient!360 [15] contains 85 equirectangular images and
19 equirectangular videos with ground-truth fixation maps and
scan-paths obtained from subjective experiments. Wild-360 [18]
consists of 85 360◦ video clips, totally about 40 k frames. 60 clips
within wild-360 are for training and the rest 25 clips are for
testing. All the clips are cleaned and trimmed from 45 raw videos
obtained from YouTube. VR-scene [19] has 208 high definition
dynamic 360◦ videos collected from Youtube, each with at least
4 k resolution (3840 pixels in width) and 25 frames per second.
The duration of each video ranges from 20 to 60 seconds. The
videos in VR-scene exhibit a large diversity in terms of contents,
which include indoor scene, outdoor ac- tivities, music shows,
etc. Further, some videos are captured from a fixed camera view
and some are shot with a moving camera. 360-saliency [20]
collects 104 video clips as the data used for saliency detection
in 360◦ videos. The video contents involve five sports (i.e.
basketball, parkour, BMX, skateboarding, and dance), and the
duration of each video is between 20 and 60 seconds.

In addition, VR-VQA48 [16] is a 360◦ dataset for measuring
the quality reduction of panoramic videos. It contains viewing
direction data of 40 subjects on 48 sequences of panoramic
videos. All of these sequences are downloaded from YouTube
and VRCun and the resolution is beyond 3 K and up to 8 K.
Sports-360 [17] consists of 342 360◦ videos downloaded from
YouTube in five sports domains including basketball, parkour,
BMX, skateboarding, and dance, which is created for the study
on relieving the viewer from this “360 piloting” task. PVS-
HM [21] is a new panoramic video database that consists of head
movement (HM) positions across 76 panoramic video sequences
with a thorough analysis. These panoramic video sequences are
from YouTube and VRCun, and the duration of each sequence
is cut to be from 10 to 80 seconds.

A comprehensive statistic of these datasets is listed in Table I.
These datasets almost contain annotation of human fixation,
while there is no annotation of salient objects. Although a large
number of approaches for SOD have been proposed, there is no
approach to focus on SOD on omnidirectional images/videos.
In addition, even if many omnidirectional datasets have been
constructed, there are few 360◦ datasets for the task of SOD on
360◦ scenes.

III. A NEW DATASET FOR 360◦ SOD

In this section, we will introduce the rules and details in
constructing the 360◦ image dataset.
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TABLE I
COMPARISONS BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVE 360◦ IMAGE/VIDEO DATASETS. #IMAGE/VIDEO: THE NUMBER OF IMAGE/VIDEO,

#FRAMES: THE TOTAL NUMBER OF FRAMES AND #TIME: THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SECONDS

Fig. 3. Examples of adjacent four key frames in raw 360◦ images.

A. Data Collection

As introduced in Section II, there exist many omnidirec-
tional video datasets. 360-VHMD [14], Salient!360 [15], Wild-
360 [18], VR-scene [19] and 360-saliency [20] are almost for
the research of visual attention and contain the ground truth
of human fixation. Therefore, there datasets are likely to have
regions or objects that can attract human visual attention. Instead
of undertaking a new data shooting and video recording, we
directly combine these five datasets as a raw data source. Next,
we intercept a key frame every two seconds from these videos in
the data source. We collect these key frames and merge them with
the original images. After that, we resize each image to have a
maximum side length of 1024 pixels for convenient processing.
Finally, we obtain a raw 360◦ omnidirectional image dataset with
6870 images. Note that because the 360-saliency doesn’t provide
the video frame rate, we adopt 30FPS as its default value.

B. Annotation of Salient Objects

There exist some scenes with unclear salient objects and
redundant data between continuous key frames in above raw
360◦ image dataset, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, we divide
the process of annotation of this dataset into two stages. In the
first stage, these 6870 images are displayed in omnidirectional
picture brower in original order. Then, we ask two volunteers
to judge whether an image is selected according to three main
principles, which include: (1) there is clear scene without jitter,
(2) unambiguous, meaningful and annotatable salient objects
exist in the scene, and (3) if the adjacent multiple images has
same salient objects with similar shape and position, only the
best one is selected. If the answer is “Yes,” we will collect this
image. After the first stage that 6870 360◦ images are processed,

Fig. 4. Average annotation maps of two conventional image-based SOD
datasets and 360-SOD.

we finally collect 500 images from the raw 360◦ image dataset.
In the second stage, six engineers are asked to judge the salient
objects in omnidirectional picture brower and manually label the
accurate boundaries of salient objects by LabelMe Annotation
Tool [37] in the equirectangular form of these 500 images. The
manual annotation is a time-consuming work, and it takes an
average of five minutes to annotate each image. Note that we
have two volunteers involved in the process for cross-check the
quality of annotations.

Finally, we obtain the final 360◦ image dataset, which con-
tains 500 equirectangular images with pixel-level annotation.
This dataset includes indoor and outdoor scenes from different
perspectives as well as different scene complexities. The dataset
is denoted as 360-SOD. Some representative examples of 360-
SOD can be found in Fig. 1.

C. Dataset Statistics

To explore the main characteristics of 360-SOD, we present
the average annotation maps (AAMs) of 360-SOD and two
conventional image-based SOD datasets (i.e., ECSSD [4] and
DUT-OMRON [5]) as shown in Fig. 4. As in [32], the AAM
of an image-based SOD dataset is computed by 1) resizing all
ground-truth masks from the dataset to the same resolution, 2)
summing the resized masks pixel by pixel, and 3) normalizing
the resulting map to a maximum value of 1.0. In this way, the
figure gives a better view of the distribution of salient objects in
all the images in 360-SOD.

From Fig. 4, we can see that the distributions of conven-
tional image-based SOD datasets are usually center-biased,
while the distribution of the 360◦ omnidirectional image-based
dataset 360-SOD is more discrete. This may be caused by the
characteristic of large-scale complex scenes in 360◦ image,
which indicates the diversity of 360-SOD and the difficulty of
360◦ SOD.
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Fig. 5. Histograms of the number of salient objects in 3 datasets.

Fig. 6. Histograms of the area of salient objects in 3 datasets.

In addition, we present the histograms of number and area of
salient objects in 360-SOD and other two datasets in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 5, we can find that there are usually
more salient objects in 360-SOD that other two datasets, which
is caused by the difference of conventional and 360◦ images.
Moreover, we can see there are more images with small areas of
salient objects in Fig. 6, which maybe one of the main challenges
in 360◦ omnidirectional images.

D. Analysis

We directly deal with this dataset by existing conventional
SOD algorithm and the results are presented in Fig. 2, which are
obviously not satisfactory. We explore the difference between
conventional images and 360◦ omnidirectional images, and we
find there are three main problems leading to the difficulty in
360◦ SOD: 1) distortion, which is inevitable because of the
projection from sphere to plane; 2) large-scale complex scene,
which is the main characteristics of omnidirectional images; and
3)small salient objects that commonly exist in 360◦ images as
presented in Fig. 2. These issues actually prevent the detection
of salient objects in 360◦ images.

IV. A BASELINE MODEL OF SOD ON 360◦ IMAGES

To deal with the three existing issues in omnidirectional im-
ages (i.e.distortion from projection, large-scale complex scene
and small salient objects), we propose a baseline model for SOD
on 360◦ images. The baseline model is inspired by the existing
issues, and it is fed by the equirectangular image as input and
outputs a saliency map with the same resolution as input as
presented in Fig. 7. Details of the proposed approach are descried
as follows.

A. Architecture

As depicted in Fig. 1, the baseline model is a distortion-
adaptive network with deep supervision (denoted as DDS). The
first module of DDS is a distortion-adaptive module, which is
designed to deal with the distortion caused by the projections
from sphere to plane. After the processing of distortion-adaptive
module, the distortion in the image will be corrected adaptively
and a new image is output. Following this module, DDS takes
ResNet-50 [38] as the feature extractor, which is modified to
remove the last global pooling and fully connected layers for
the pixel-level prediction. Feature extractor has five residual
modules, named as R1,R2, . . .,R5. To obtain larger feature
maps, the strides of all convolutional layers belonging to last
two residual modules R4 and R5 are set to 1. To further enlarge
the receptive fields of high-level features, we set the dilation
rates [39] to 2 and 4 for convolutional layers in R4 and R5,
respectively. For a H ×W input images, a H

8 × W
8 feature map

is output by the feature extractor.
We select the outputs of last convolutional layers in

R1,R2, . . .,R5 as side-outputs as used in [23], [40]. For each
side-output, its features are processed by a convolutional layer
with kernels 1× 1 to compress the feature channel. For the side-
output of R5, after the channel compression layer, a multi-scale
context integration module is conducted to integrate multi-scale
contextual information, which is for undertaking the large-scale
complex scene. The multi-scale context integration module is
a variant of Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) [39] as
shown in Fig. 8. The module is composed of four branches with
four dilation convolutional layers. The four layers consist of 128
kernels of 3× 3 with dilation rates of 1, 2, 3 and 4, followed by
an element-wise summation operation. The multi-scale context
integration module is able to effectively integrate multi-scale
features. Following this module, another convolutional layer
with one kernel 1× 1 to convert the feature space from high
dimension to saliency features with one channel. Moreover,
these saliency features are upsampled and concatenated into the
output of R4 to get finer saliency features. This mechanism
of that coarser-level saliency features are concatenated into the
adjacent finer-level features are conducted on every two adjacent
side-outputs, and the whole network is organized in a progressive
form.

B. Distortion Adaptation for Equirectangular Images

To deal with the projection distortion in equirectangular im-
ages, a distortion-adaptive module is conducted to correct the
distortion of the input images adaptively. The equirectangular
projection is one of most commonly used projection methods
from sphere to plane, which will bring different degrees of
distortion in different positions of the image, especially locations
near the poles.

To address this distortion, we propose a distortion-adaptive
module to deal with different regions with various parameters.
As shown in Fig. 9(a), we cut the input equirectangular image
into N ×N image blocks and we use Iij (i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N)
that represents the image block at ith row and jth column, and
Kij which represents the corresponding kernels of Iij . In this
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Fig. 7. The framework of our baseline model. The equirectangular image is processed by a distortion-adaptive module, and the output is transferred to ResNet-50
to extract features in different levels. The highest-level features are dealt with by a multi-scale context integration module to integrate information. Moreover, the
coarser-level saliency features are concatenated into the adjacent finer-level features to get finer saliency maps and the whole network is organized in a progressive
form.

Fig. 8. Structure of the multi-scale context integration module.

manner, Iij is only convolved with the Kij and Kij is only used
to convolve Iij . Moreover, Kij has three channels and Iij has
three kernels with three channels. In this module, different image
blocks are convolved with different kernels. The output has the
same resolution as input, and it also can be regarded as N ×N
image blocks, which is the learned distortion. We denote the
distortion at ith row and jth column of output as Dij , so Dij is
computed by

Dij = Iij ∗Kij , (1)

where ∗ mean the standard convolution operation.
In a specific implementation, we can conduct this operation

by group convolution operation as presented in Fig. 9(b). In
detail, we first cut the input image into N ×N image blocks
with 3 channels, and then we concatenate these image blocks
in the dimension of channel. Next, a group convolutional layer
withN ×N kernels is conducted, which is equivalent to directly
convolve different image blocks with different kernels. The last
step is to slice the learned distortion as the reverse operation of
concatenation as well as stitch image blocks in the reverse man-
ner of cutting operation. In particular, we organize the distortion-
adaptive module in residual learning whose complete structure

Fig. 9. Details of distortion-adaptive module. In this example, the image is cut
into 4 image blocks, and the 4 blocks are convolved with 4 different convolutional
kernels that are display as 4 colors in this figure. The convolutional kernels are
learnable. Note we choose the number of image blocks as 4 for convenient
display. (a) and (b) are equivalent forms, and (c) is the complete structure of
distortion-adaptive module, where Iij , Dij , N and other details are introduced
in Section VI-B.

is depicted in Fig. 9(c). Oij in output can be computed by

Oij = Iij + Iij ∗Kij . (2)

Then, this output is further encoded and decoded by the
following neural network, and finally supervised by the ground
truth of salient objects. In this process, all parameters in the
whole network (including parameters in the convolutional layer
of the distortion-adaptive module) are constrained by the super-
visory signal of the ground truth of salient objects, so as to realize
parameter learning through gradient back-propagation. There-
fore, through end-to-end training of the model, the distortion-
adaptive module can be supervised and learned.
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE BENCHMARK OF 13 STATE-OF-THE-ART MODELS BEFORE BEING FINE-TUNED ON 360-SOD.

THE BEST THREE RESULTS ARE IN RED, GREEN AND BLUE

C. Supervision

We adopt deep supervision applied to each side-output as used
in [23], [40]. In our network, each side-output is penalized by
a standard binary cross-entropy loss. Formally, we denote the
cross-entropy loss function of sth side-output as L(s), which is
computed by the following formulation:

L(s)(I,G,W,w(s))

= −
|I|∑

l=1

G(l) log(P (G(l) = 1|I(l);W,w(s)))

+ (1−G(l)) log(P (G(l) = 0|I(l);W,w(s))), (3)

where I and G represent the input image and the corresponding
ground truth, and W denotes the set of parameters of the feature
extractor while w(s) refers to the parameters of all the layers at
sth side-output. In addition, P (G(l) = 1|I(l);W,w(s)) repre-
sents the probability of the activation value at location l in the
sth side output where l is the spatial coordinate.

Then, the overall learning objective can be formulated as:

min
W,w

S∑

s=1

L(s)(I,G,W, fw(s)), (4)

where S is the total side-output number, and w is the collec-
tions of parameters of all layers at all side-outputs, which is
represented by

w = (w(1),w(2), . . . ,w(S)). (5)

In this work, S is equal to 5.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we benchmark the proposed approach DDS
and other 13 state-of-the-art SOD methods on the proposed 360◦

dataset 360-SOD.

A. Experimental Settings

1) Dataset: In the comparisons, we divide 360-SOD into two
subsets: 80% for training (400 images) and 20% for testing (100
images) by random shuffle algorithm.

2) Evaluation Metrics: We adopt mean absolute error (MAE),
F-measure score (Fβ) and weighted F-measure score (Fw

β ) [48]
as our evaluation metrics. MAE reflects the average pixel-wise
absolute difference between the estimated and ground-truth
saliency maps. In computing Fβ , we normalize the predicted
saliency maps into the range of [0, 255] and binarize the saliency
maps with a threshold sliding from 0 to 255 to compare the binary
maps with ground-truth maps. At each threshold, Precision and

Recall can be computed. Fβ is computed as:

Fβ =
(1 + β2) · Precision · Recall
β2 · Precision + Recall

. (6)

where we set β2 = 0.3 to emphasize more on Precision than
Recall as suggested in [49]. We report Fβ using an adaptive
threshold for generating binary a saliency map and the threshold
is computed as twice the mean of a saliency map. Besides, Fw

β

is computed to reflect the overall performance (refer to [48] for
details).

3) Training and Inference: We use standard stochastic gradi-
ent descent algorithm to train the whole network end-to-end with
the cross-entropy losses between estimated saliency maps and
ground-truth masks. In the optimization process, the parameter
of feature extractor is initialized by the pre-trained ResNet-50
model [38], whose learning rate is set to 5× 10−9 with a weight
decay of 0.0005 and momentum of 0.9. The learning rates of
the rest layers in our network are set to 10 times larger. Besides,
we employ the “poly” learning rate policy for all experiments
similar to [39].

We train our network by utilizing the training set of 360-SOD,
which comprises of per-pixel ground-truth annotation for 400
images. The training images are resized to the resolution of
512× 256 with the treatment of horizontal flipping. In our
experiment, we cut the input image into 4× 4 image blocks.
The training process takes about 1.5 hours and converges after
50 k iterations with mini-batch of size 1 on a single GTX
1080ti GPU. During testing, the proposed network removes
all the losses, and each image is directly fed into the network
to obtain its saliency map at the first side-output without any
pre-processing. Due to the limitation of GPU memory and to
improve the training efficiency, we downsample to a maximum
side length of 512 pixels to conduct all experiments.

B. Model Benchmarking

To show the challenges of 360-SOD, we list the state-of-
the-art model performance in Table II before fine-tuning them
on 360-SOD. These models include ELD [41], UCF [42],
NLDF [43], Amulet [44], FSN [34], SRM [11], C2SNet [45],
RAS [23], PiCANet [46], R3Net [24], DGRL [12], RFCN [47]
and DSS [40].

On this dataset, DSS and RAS achieve the good performance,
which maybe indicates the deep supervision is beneficial to
the 360◦ image-based SOD. Moreover, R3Net and DGRL also
obtain good results. R3Net is a method that combines high-
level and low-level features, and dense conditional random field
(dense CRF) [50] is adopted for post-processing. DGRL is pro-
posed to learn the local contextual information for each spatial
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Fig. 10. Representative examples of the state-of-the-art algorithms on 360-SOD without fine-tuning.

position to refine boundaries. From these comparisons, we can
believe the different-level features, different-scale contextual
information and boundary refinement may be useful for saliency
detection on omnidirectional image.

Moreover, some representative examples are shown in Fig. 10
for comprehensive analysis of these state-of-the-art on 360-
SOD. The figure shows best and worst examples of 8 state-
of-the-art conventional SOD methods. We can observe that
the large-scale salient objects in simple scene usually can be
detected by all these approaches, while the small salient objects
in complex scene will cause all approaches to fail.

Beyond the direct performance comparisons without fine-
tuning, we fine-tune the proposed method and the state-of-the-art
models on the training set of 360-SOD dataset. The performance
scores of the fine-tuned models on 360-SOD are listed in Ta-
ble III. Some representative results of DDS and other methods
are shown in Fig. 11. Comparing Table II and Table III, we
can observe that the performance of all the methods is all
improved. In Table III, it is worth noting that Fw

β of our method is
significantly better compared with the second best results (0.652
against 0.591). Our method also consistently outperforms other
models on MAE and Fβ except R3Net with dense CRF [50].
The dense CRF post-processes the predicted saliency maps to
obtain sharper boundaries, which will improve performance, but
also greatly increase the inference time. In Fig. 11, we can find
the proposed method has better results comparing with other
state-of-the-art methods on 360-SOD.

From these experiments, we can believe that the proposed
360◦ image dataset 360-SOD is a challenging dataset for

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE OF DDS AND THE STATE-OF-THE-ART MODELS AFTER BEING

FINE-TUNED ON 360-SOD. NOTE “R3Net-w/oCRF” MEANS R3Net WITHOUT

DENSE CRF [50] AND “-” MEANS THE TRAINING CODE IS NOT AVAILABLE.
THE BEST THREE RESULTS ARE IN RED, GREEN AND BLUE

omnidirectional scenes. Moreover, from the comparisons of the
proposed baseline model and other state-of-the-art methods, we
can know the proposed model has good performance and be
useful for solving the problem of SOD.

C. Performance Analysis of the Baseline Model

1) Generalization Ability: To validate the generalization abil-
ity of the proposed baseline model on 360-SOD, we randomly
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Fig. 11. Representative examples of the state-of-the-art algorithms after being fine-tuned on 360-SOD. “R3Net-wo” means R3Net without dense CRF [50].

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF DDS ON RANDOMLY DIVIDED 360-SOD FOR

THREE MORE TIMES

re-divide the training and testing subsets on the 360◦ dataset
and re-train DDS. This operation is conducted three times and
the experimental results are shown in Table IV. From Table IV,
we can believe DDS can stably achieve good performance on
omnidirectional datasets.

In order to further verify the generalization ability of DDS,
we collect 50 omnidirectional images based on Sports-360
dataset [17] for annotating and construct a new testing dataset
for additional testing (named as 360-SOD-AT). It is worth
noting that the distribution of the constructed dataset is relatively
different from that of 360-SOD. The dataset is constructed and
annotated using the process described in Section III. DDS and
other state-of-the-art models are evaluated on the new testing
dataset and the results are listed in Table V. From Table V, we
can see that proposed method perfeorms well and consistently
outperforms other state-of-the-art methods, which validates the
good generalization ability of the proposed method.

2) Influence of Various Components: To validate the effec-
tiveness of different components of the proposed method, we
conduct several experiments on 360-SOD. Firstly, we construct

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE OF DDS AND THE STATE-OF-THE-ART MODELS ON

360-SOD-AT. NOTE “R3Net-w/oCRF” MEANS R3Net WITHOUT DENSE

CRF [50] AND “-” MEANS THE TRAINING CODE IS NOT AVAILABLE.
THE BEST THREE RESULTS ARE IN RED, GREEN AND BLUE

a naive model only with the feature extractor as described in
Section IV and shown in Fig. 7 and three convolutional layers,
which is denoted as “FCN-dilation.” Next, we construct three
models that add different components to “FCN-dilation,” includ-
ing distortion-adaptive module (named as DA), multi-scale con-
text integration module (named as MCI) and deep supervision
(named as DS). Moreover, we combine these three components
in pairs to obtain the other three models. These models are
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TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT SETTINGS ABOUT DDS ON 360-SOD. “DA”

MEANS DISTORTION ADAPTATION, “MCI” REPRESENTS MULTI-SCALE

CONTEXT INTEGRATION AND “DS” IS DEEP SUPERVISION. #PARAMES: THE

NUMBER OF PARAMETERS (MILLIONS), #FLOPS: FLOATING POINT

OPERATIONS (BILLIONS) AND #TIME: AVERAGE TESTING TIME (MILLISECOND)

trained on the training set of 360-SOD and the performance on
the testing set of 360-SOD is shown in Table VI. From Table VI,
we can find deep supervision is useful for the improvement of
Fw
β by comparing settings with and without “DS”. Moreover,

it is easy to find that “DA” and “MCI” can stably promote the
performance of DDS.

In addition, we analyze the parameters, floating points oper-
ations (FLOPs) and average testing time of ablation models as
listed in Table VI. From Table VI, we can observe that DA boosts
the performance with slight additional parameters, FLOPs and
time consumption. Meanwhile, MCI reduces the amount of
parameters and FLOPs due to the reduction of channels (from
512 to 128), and improves the performance, but results in a little
of time consumption. Also, DS obviously improves the perfor-
mance while some additional parameters, FLOPs and time are
used. From the above analysis, we can see that each component
can improve performance, but extra parameters and computation
are introduced. In fact, this performance improvement is not
caused by simple parameters or FLOPs increase and an obvious
example is that MCI improves its performance with parameters
and FLOPs decrease. Therefore, it can be considered that the
design of each component is effective and efficient. Finally,
our model integrates the three proposed components, which
has obvious performance improvement compared with the naive
model “FCN-dilation,” but only adds a small amount of FLOPs
and testing time.

VI. CONCLUSION

Due to the lack of omnidirectional datasets for salient object
detection (SOD), the development of 360◦ SOD is restricted.
To address this problem, we construct the public available 360◦

image-based SOD dataset 360-SOD. This dataset contains vari-
ous scenes from different perspectives as well as scene complex-
ities. Moreover, we analyze the dataset and find three existing
problems that lead to the difficulty of 360◦ SOD, i.e.distortion
from projection, large-scale complex scene and small salient ob-
jects. Inspired by these problems, a baseline model is proposed
on 360◦ SOD. This model organized in a progressive manner,
utilizes the distortion-adaptive module and multi-scale context
integration module to deal with existing problems. In addition,
we provide a comprehensive benchmark of our approach and

other 13 state-of-the-art conventional SOD algorithms on the
proposed 360◦ SOD dataset, which shows the key challenges
in omnidirectional scenes and validates the effectiveness of the
proposed dataset and baseline model. We believe that the dataset
and baseline model are helpful for the development of 360◦ SOD.
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